Plain silver surface plasmon resonance for microarray application.
The application scope of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and SPR imaging (SPRi) is rapidly growing, and tools such as high-performance and low-cost slides could enable more rapid growth of the field. We describe herein a novel silver slide, addressing the inherent instability of plain silver structure by improving adhesion between the glass substrate and the silver layer with a thin buffer layer of gold. Covered by a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) only, SPR characteristics of the slide remain steady for more than 3 months under regular storage. In a bioassay, the slide substantiates the predicted nearly 100% sensitivity improvement over gold slides and exhibits exceptional performance stability as determined by sensitivity and resolution measurements during the extended 40,000 s multicycle experiment. We demonstrate the suitability of this new slide for large-area SPRi, describing analysis results from a 1 296-ligand protein microarray. We predict this slide structure will provide a stable, high-sensitivity solution for high-throughput SPRi applications and other surface analysis platforms.